, the professor of literature in Beijing Foreign Studies University, as the chief editor. Fact shows that Hardy, as a well-known novelist, has the largest number of readers even today in the Era of Information when people would not like to care so much about literature as before. Many university degree seekers like to have their dissertations written about Hardy and his works. Each year large quantities of M.A. and B.A. dissertations are produced on his novels, and larger quantities of papers are published in various journals at all levels. This hot passion for Hardy seems to be lasting in the future.
In his paper "Review and Analysis of Study of Hardy"s Novels in New China in the Last 60 Years", Zhang Zhongzai, an established Hardy researcher，indicates that "among all the British writers Hardy enjoys the largest number of readers in China. Ordinary Chinese readers seldom read Shakespeare, but they read Hardy". Hiring Fair, the Pure Drop, the Talbothays Dairy; they watch the maypole and gipsying dances, the carnival of Chaseborough, the bonfire celebration, the Mummer"s plays, the Skimmington rides and the Midsummer Eve activities; they hear the melodious ballads of Spotted Cow, the Boy and the Mantle, the Sheep-shearing Song and the Banks of Allen Water. They browse the Stonehenge, the rainbarrow, the Ring (one Roman amphitheatre) and the Roman street. They get acquainted with many people with distinct personalities cultivated in and marked by the land -Clym, Eustacia, Henchard, Jude, Tess, Dick, Fancy, Bathsheba, Oak and Poorgrass. Together with those characters, they sense the festivities of Christmas, Harvest Home Suppers and Sheepshearing Feasts. Each time they read Hardy"s novel they experience a heart-to-heart communication with both the author and his characters; each time they read Hardy"s poem they feel a soul-to-soul interaction with the poet and his heroes. The more they read, the better-informed they get of England and its occidental culture. In this case, Hardy bridges the two nations in the form of literature. 
